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Memo From The Board 
Our land owner’s dispute with the county over the use of the
land known as “Lake Edun” has gone on now for many
years. The number of court appearances grows with each
passing year and at times seems to have no sunset in sight.
Claims and counter-claims are made by both sides the whole
of which points out the ever burgeoning question of civil
versus personal use of land. These are important consider-
ations to be sure. 
What is becoming evident in this dispute is the willingness of
authorities to use any means to obtain the end they want.
When no law could be found that prevented out favorite form
of dress on private property they turned to other issues to
achieve the effect they desired.
Recently an olive branch was offered after a faux-pas on the
part of the county. It was hoped that this offer would lead to
reconciliation. We, as the board of the Lake Edun Foundation
were willing to meet with the landowner and a representative
from the county in what was hoped would be a resolution of
the tension we have existed under for the last several years.
Unfortunately the county official did not honor his word and
became a no show at the meeting. We are disappointed to say
the least.
Many on the board have had the opportunity to travel to other
naturist resorts and venues. Universally they speak of the
civility they enjoyed during their visits. Naturists tend to be
very friendly and supportive of one another and seek the best
for the communities in which they live. All such naturist
groups go to great lengths to insure they do not offend
neighbors in their area. The Lake Edun Foundation has
endeavored to do the same around our special place. We
understand many do not appreciate or understand why we do
what we do. Nor do they actually know what principles our
community promotes and lives by. All we have ever asked is
for the opportunity to exist at our special place unhindered.
We have made no attempt to mandate to others how they live
or how they should use their property.
Recently we invited all of the neighbors around the lake to
come for an evening and visit the lake. The response was less
than we had hoped for, yet we were not picketed. We
received no threatening comments. No letters were sent that
protested our existence. Several of the closer neighbors have
been visited by members of the board. None has spoken
against us or our members.
This leads us to believe that a reasonable conditional use
permit could be granted to our landowner that would estab-
lish the guidelines for all parties involved in the land use
issue. Our neighbors would be assured of our current and
future intentions. We would find the same information useful
to our foundation. The dialog between all of us would be
refreshing! 

Work Day Scheduled: October 13
It takes a lot of effort and many people to keep our special
place so special. One of the annual tasks we face is securing
everything for the Winter. 
We have scheduled a work day to pick up the lounge chairs,
boats, docks and complete a significant number of the other
pretty minor tasks required at the end of our season. If the
effort is shared by a number of Eduners, it is very manage-
able; if left to a few, it is burdensome.
We hope you will join us from noon until 4 pm on October
13 to help out. It will be followed by one of our fabulous Pot
Luck dinners, and a sauna.
In the event of inclement weather, all activities scheduled for
October 13 will be postponed one week until the 20th.

Naked Plays Postponed ... Again
Unfortunately, our director has been unable to attract a
sufficient number of actors to stage this year’s production of
the Naked Plays. 
“We are disappointed,” said Jon Lothenore, founding
director of the plays, “that we could not interest more actors
and naturists to participate in the plays.” The first staging of
the original one-act plays was extremely successful and very
well received.
The Board of Directors will be discussing various options for
producing the plays and will make an announcement when
more information is known. 

Thank You David & Lonnie
We truly appreciate the long and continued support of David
S. Recently, we received another money order to support our
legal defense fund. Although he has not been able to visit
this year, his continued support is much appreciated.
We also wish to recognize the generous donation Lonnie L.
made over the Labor Day weekend. We appreciate both your
help and gift.

DON’T FORGET 
Activities designated HN are sponsored by Heartland Naturists

Sept 8; Sat; 10-12; Board of Directors
Sept 15; Sat; 8-10; Sauna
Sept 21; Fri; 6pm-midnight; Private party
Sept 21; Fri; 8-10; HN Swim 
Sept 22; Sat; 8-10; Sauna
Oct 13; Sat; 10-12; Board of Directors
Oct 13; Sat; 12-4; Work Day
Oct 13; Sat; 4-6; Pot Luck Supper
Oct 13; Sat; 6-8; Sauna 
Oct 19; Fri; 8-10; HN Swim
Oct 20; Sat; All day; Rain date for work day, etc.
Oct 27; Sat; 6:30; Halloween Party; Details in Oct. Bare Facts



Random Thoughts And Reflections
Some Eduners have placed locks on the lockers along the
south side of the barn. As we enter the winter, it is important
that we know whose locks these are so we can move the
lockers if it becomes necessary. If you have a lock at our
special place, insure we know about it or it is removed prior
the October 13 otherwise we will cut your lock off.
Many Eduners are interested in additional sand on our
beaches. At its most recent meeting, the Board decided to
schedule delivery of sand in the Winter when both the
ground and the lake are frozen. This will permit us to easily
spread the sand on the ice where it will fall through more
evenly. If you are interested in contributing to the sand fund,
you have a couple of extra months. However, we MUST
have your contribution in hand before we order the sand.
More $ = more sand.
Sauna Season is once again upon us. Check the schedule
each month to see when the saunas are scheduled. If you
have a particular date or time you would like to see saunas
scheduled, contact us.
Time has come to change the lock at the road. Members will
find the new combination enclosed with this issue of Bare
Facts. Remember! If you are the last to leave, be sure to lock
the chain.

From The Mail Bag 
Dear Lake Edun,
We received your letter wondering if we were still alive. Yes
we are, and thank you for checking so you could stop mailing
if we were no longer interested. However, we do enjoy your
letters and news and topics. 
We have never been to your place though, sorry. In Sept
2006, we had our first boy. Since then, as you can guess, life
changes and we are more busy than ever. We hope to come
one day. 
We are bringing the boy up right though. Last week we were
in Estes Park Colo and prior to that Creede Colo. We are
teaching the 11 month old guy to skinny dip in rivers and
lakes ie: Mills lake in Estes. If there were not so many people
around, I would have gone also! 
Anyhow, I do understand if you stop your letters, but we did
and do enjoy them and either way hope to visit one day. 

 – Rheuben and Annie 
Dear Lake Edun,
I enjoyed my visit even if I was the only one there and had a
rain shower that afternoon. I enjoyed walking in the warm
rain which we do not have in Colorado. I will definitely be
back later his summer for another visit and maybe camp out.

 – Thanks, Mark C.

Items We Need
! Non-motorized boats !  Metal Barrels
! Lawn or Lounge Chairs !  Wooden Cable Spools
! Riding lawn mower ! Aluminum cans

On The Web – The Swimming Hole
I had to look twice, well, three times actually, before I could
believe my eyes. Asheville, North Carolina’s official internet
tourism website has three short videos to attract visitors. The
first two are your usual tourist attractions. However, it is the
third that drew my attention. You aren’t going to believe this.
It is of an adult couple, in the woods, by a river, skinny
dipping. You read right – skinny dipping! Unfortunately,
they also fuzzed out the “naughty” parts, but there is no
doubt that they are nude and having a blast at, “The Swim-
m i n g  H o l e . ”  S e e  f o r  y o u r s e l f .  G o  t o
Http://www.exploreasheville.com/press-room/view-the-
campaign/index.aspx My question is, why can’t every
community take a light hearted approach to skinny dipping
as being wholesome and as American as apple pie?

New York City Pays $29,000 
Who knew it was legal for a woman to walk around with her
breasts exposed in New York? 
Well, one woman did - and a cop didn’t - and now she has
forced the city to fork over a $29,000 legal settlement for
illegally busting her when she lawfully bared her bosom and
went for a stroll two years ago. 
Jill Coccaro, a 27-year-old East Village artist who now goes
by the name Phoenix Feeley, went au naturel on Aug. 4,
2005, when she pulled down the front of her painter’s
jumpsuit during an art-show promotion to cool off. 
In 1992 a state appeals court ruled that if men could expose
their chests in public, women could not be pun- ished for
doing the same. 
In 2003, a $10,000 settlement from the city was won for a
model who had been busted wearing a thong and body paint
to the Coney Island Mermaid Parade. 
But that didn’t stop a cop, who spotted Feeley at about 1:30
a.m. strolling topless on Delancey Street, telling her to cover
up. She refused, informing the officer she had a legal right to
be naked to the waist, just like a man. The officer then took
her into custody for indecent exposure. 
Feeley spent 12 hours in custody before the officer told her
the District Attorney’s Office had declined to press charges.
While she was detained, Feeley claims, an officer yanked her
from a patrol car by her hair, and was taken to Bellevue
Hospital for a psychiatric evaluation. She reports that the
police refused to help her repair her by-then badly ripped
jumpsuit and when released, she walked out with her shirt off
and her pants on. 
Feeley said she’s gone bare-breasted before ? after running
the 2004 New York City marathon - without cops bothering
her. 
“I’ve always just felt that was something natural,” Feeley
said of baring her breasts. “I’ve kind of always done it out of
practicality.” 
She sued the city and the arresting officers last October. The
city agreed to settle, without admitting any fault, on June 4.
“I felt like I deserved it,” Feeley said.



Welcome To Pittsburgh

Have you ever been to Pittsburgh? I have, but entirely missed
the downtown area. However, I did visit the cultural center
of Pittsburgh – Three Rivers Stadium. Go Steelers! Anyway,
a story about Pittsburgh’s, “Downtown Corridor of Shame,”
caught my eye. 
A reporter noticed some of the architectural features of
downtown buildings that feature, Gasp! Dozens of nude and
might-as-well-be-nude representations integral to some of the
city’s most respected buildings. All right there, just above
our heads, not to mention those of children!
The story goes on to say that even more shocking, these
disturbing images are clustered along Downtown’s financial
and civic power streets – a section of the Golden Triangle
that should be called what it is: “Pittsburgh’s Corridor of
Shame.”
Enumerated are a number of statues and bas reliefs depicting
nude or nearly nude men, women, and children on buildings.
For example, a statue at First Lutheran Church titled Resur-
rection depicts a boy wearing a loin cloth. The author
comments, “We hope that when we meet the Heavenly
Father, we’ll be wearing more than an unpinned diaper, as
depicted in this statue….”
Again at the County Office Building where there are several
nude depictions the writer says, “this building is the disgrace
of our city, a virtual cornucopia of perversion.” “A circular
inset depicts a nude little girl…On another corner a shirtless
man hold the sacred Ten Commandments, while at the other
corner, a topless woman with disturbingly erect nipples pats
the head of a naked little boy.”
This but samples the extent of civic nakedness in Pittsburgh
– at least in art on buildings. Ok – so this is satire, but it does
raise some interesting questions. 
While on a recent to trip to Washington D.C. – our nation’s
capitol – your ever enquiring editor walked the length of the
mall in sweltering heat and humidity, (fully clothed, I might
add) to view the national monuments. On one end is the
Lincoln Memorial. When finished contemplating the im-
mense image of Mr. Lincoln, I looked up at the murals
painted on either side of the building, high near the ceiling.
Imagine my wonder to notice that many of the figures were
either nude or only partially dressed – both male and female.
I had never seen that before!
The memorial built between 1914 and 1922 – the real good
old days of real family values, incorporates all this nudity to
represent the principles of freedom, justice, unity, brother-
hood, and charity. How can this be? (See for yourself at
http://www.nps.gov.linc). 
I’m sure if we looked at just about any American city of any
size closely, we would find an abundance of examples of
nude figures. Even Topeka is likely not exempt from nude
depictions of humans in or on buildings. The nude figure has
been used since classic times to portray the noblest of human
desires, aspirations, and achievements. Somehow, most
people, including civic and government officials recognize
the legitimacy of this use of the naked body. 

Why then in the real world of today is the actual nude human
body viewed with suspicion, horror, disgust, shame, fear,
outrage? Just how far this revulsion at the nude human body
goes is documented by Mark Storey in the pages of N, issue
20.1, Fall/Winter 2000. 
The cover shows a group of people attempting to put clothes
on a statue of Poseidon on display in front of the Sacramento
Convention Center. Such moral outrage over nudity isn’t
new. One of the popes ordered “clothing” for a number of the
images on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel. Fortunately, with
the restoration of the magnificent art of Michelangelo, these
additions were rightly removed. 
Storey rightly points out that in the classical period, the
Greeks thought of humans as being able to control their
bodies. They envisioned this self control as dictated by the
ideal of Beauty, shaping each person in the physical,
moral/intellectual, and civic realm. 
However, with the acceptance of the theological teachings of
Saint Augustine by the Western church, a different view of
man emerged. Augustine taught that there is a universal sense
of shame at nakedness. Due to the effects of the Fall, man is
no longer able to control himself. Over the last 1600 years
since Augustine, anxiety about the body, especially its sexual
capacity, has vexed Western society.
This perceived tension between the body as good and the
body as dangerous still plagues us today. As a people, we
seem to live at the extremes. Either there is excess as in Girls
Gone Wild!, or there is repression. What is needed is a
balanced view of our capacity to make choices in keeping
with established standards of conduct. It is true that everyone
will not abide by established standards. However, this is no
argument to then ensure that no one has the opportunity to
demonstrate they can exercise self control. We must not
allow the perfect to be the enemy of the good.
Nudists/naturists over more than 100 years have demon-
strated that indeed, people can and do control their sexual
nature and respect the person of others. They do distinguish
between nudity and sexual behavior. The real shame of our
culture is the rampant sexualization of women for commer-
cial purposes. 
I think the author of the article about Pittsburgh was poking
fun at our warped sensibilities about the human body. That
is, the strain of American culture that now expresses horror
at any nudity in total disregard for the historic depiction of
the nude body symbolizing the very values generations past
viewed as expressing our highest ideals. 
One is led to wonder, would it hurt us to grow up as a
culture, recognizing that while there are extremes, most of us
can comfortably live in the middle? Isn’t it possible to simply
see the body as a gift to value and cherish both clothed and
naked?

Nude Recreation is booming as more people try it for the first
time. USAnudist.com is a newly opened website filling their
information needs via the Internet.



Not Just Naked ... Adventurous!
The following is an editorial by Tom Pine from his monthly
newsletter, The Naked Truth Naturist.
How do you view getting naked? No, I’m not talking about
nude = sex, I’m referring to how you think of your time spent
outside of clothes. Is it something you really look forward to,
or is it one of those take-it-or-leave-it things? Do you think of
your time naked as the highlight of your day, or just a ho-hum
experience? Do you cherish those times you can be bare, or
do you not care if you must wear clothes? How about when
you swim? Do you find having to wear a swimsuit a chore, a
silly inconvenience, or doesn’t it matter? When you go
outside on a really hot day, do you find those clothes sticking
to your body a nuisance?
Now that Marilyn and I have been living full-time in our RV,
if we are going to stay anywhere for any length of time, we
always opt for a nudist park, someplace where we can be as
nude as we want. When we return from shopping, or other
excursion requiring clothes, getting home and getting naked
are almost synonymous. In fact, there are times, when I find
myself in a non-naturist home, I have to remind myself not to
strip off when I enter the door, usually about the time my belt
is undone You see, living bare is the norm at our home – RV,
or otherwise. In short, we’ve been living naked a lot.
Yet, I’ve encountered another attitude as well. We’ve been at
some nudist parks where the majority of the folks we see are
wearing clothing. While that may seem to be no big deal to
some, the question that always comes to my mind is, Why
live in a nudist park and NOT be naked? There you are …
living in a community where you can literally climb out of
bed, take a shower, towel dry (or even stay wet and air dry),
and leave your dwelling without once thinking of having to
dress? You can swim, take a walk, participate in sports, do
home repairs, or just sit in a lounge, with other people present
or not, and read a magazine, or book. No one will stop to give
you a fine (or even a lecture), or cart you off to jail. No one
will point the finger of shame at you, or take you in for
psychological counseling. You can start and end your day
without ever having to put on anything more than a pair of
sandals or a hat. Who would even want anything less –
especially within the borders of a nudist park?
Evidently, some people don’t consider this the blessing that
it is. I’ve heard arguments from: “It’s too cold,” to, “When
you can be nude all the time, sometimes you just want to be
dressed – it’s no big deal being nude.” Think about those
statements for a minute. If most of the human race lives
clothed – because that’s the way they were brought up – why
couldn’t it be the other way around? Why couldn’t living
naked become the norm? Yes, you would wear what’s
necessary when the temp’s too chilly, but to be anything short
of completely naked when the weather’s ideal should be
normal if one is conditioned to live that way. And covering
up for comfort could consist of wearing a serape-like gar-
ment, or a cloak to keep warm – shucking it to go nude when
indoors, or when it’s comfortably warm outside again.
I’d like to posit a theory of mine at this point. Perhaps one of
the reasons folks – and I’m talking nudists/naturists here –

don’t go nude when they can, is a lack of excitement about
the nudity in their lives – getting naked has become blasé and
routine to them. But, because, and especially for that reason,
the majority of society expects us to be clothed, I get a thrill
every time I can live naked. I’m always pushing the envelope
– getting bare in all circumstances and situations. If I go to a
friend’s or relative’s house with a pool, or hot tub, my first
question is, “Do you allow skinny-dipping,” or “Do you use
your hot tub European-style?” If I’m out in a remote location
hiking, I will strip off at the first possible opportunity. When
I drive, especially on a long trip, I’m often nude, or at least
bottom-free. Being able to enjoy parties, and holidays, and
other social functions naked with others is heaven for me.
And, every so often, I pause and receive another thrill when
I consider the fact I’m able to do it all in the nude. One of the
great joys of my life is to step out the door of our RV, into the
Great Outdoors, without a concern for the fact I haven’t a
stitch of clothing on. Yeehaw!
Let’s face it: we were designed by our Creator to live naked.
In a world where we’re expected to wear something, should-
n’t we get excited when we can live without those expected
threads? Could it be possible that those people who push the
envelope regarding nudity do it – not only to raise social
awareness – but because they get a thrill out of it? Perhaps
what some would call exhibitionism is just the joy of doing
something prohibited and – not to be underestimated – fun?
We’re not talking sexual, or some other illicit activity – we’re
talking simple nudity.
Perhaps those teenagers in Brattleboro, Vermont are onto
something – a way to rebel that, not only gets attention, but is
just plain, harmless fun. Heck, we should encourage it.
Parents worry about their kids doing drugs and having
premarital sex – why not just let them congregate nude in a
park somewhere on a hot summer’s day? Then again, maybe
we shouldn’t encourage it – just look the other way – for, the
minute they think it’s okay with Mom and Dad, they’ll stop
doing it and look elsewhere for less harmless kicks.
So, if you find that your time being naked has become
routine, perhaps you need to inject some adventure into the
experience. I’m not saying you should go out and get ar-
rested, but try to be more open about your nudity with your
friends and relatives. Look for opportunities to vacation at
nude locales. Participate naked in activities that you’ve never
tried before, even if it’s just to hike in the woods nude. Host
nude barbecues in your backyard. Join in protests that use
nudity as a consciousness-raising tool. In other words – have
some fun – be adventurous!

New Ideas
Things are always changing. We have enjoyed the largess of
several in the Topeka area for years. Whether it be the hot tub
at Dave’s or the grounds at Truck Henge. The board is always
talking about other activities we could do; other venues we
could visit. The '07 season is coming to a close and we are
looking forward to '08. We are also looking for new ideas and
places we could use. If you have suggestions please drop a
line to Maxine. Maxine will forward the note on to the board.



Annual Meeting And
Board of Directors Responsibilities

2008
Our Annual Meeting, as required by our By-Laws is sched-
uled for October 27. This is an opportunity for our Board of
Directors to report on progress and plans to the membership;
it is also an opportunity for members to bring suggestions
and concerns to the Board. We hope all Eduners will plan to
attend this important meeting. 
We also hope some members will consider running for a
position on the Board. It is the Board that makes everything
happen for the foundation. They make the plans and allocate
our budget. Please don’t wait to be asked. If you have an
interest, review the responsibilities and take some time to
give back to an organization that given so much to all of us.
The Board of Directors sets policy and implements the
program for the Lake Edun Foundation. Board members
meet monthly as a group and as needed with their committee.
Each member of the Board chairs a committee with specific
responsibilities and makes periodic contributions to Bare
Facts.

President:
Preside at all meetings of the Board of Directors. Sit as an ex
officio member of all committees.

Secretary:
Keep minutes of meetings of both the Board of Directors and
members. Maintain membership records. Carry on correspon-
dence with members and with others for the Foundation. 

Maintain contact with all appropriate national organizations
including TNS, NEC and NAC. Educate our membership on
the function and importance of these organizations. Encour-
age support among our members for these groups.

Treasurer:
Account for all money and property owned by the Foun-
dation. Pay all legitimate invoices in a timely manner as
directed by the Board. Make regular financial reports to the
Board.

Facilities and Conservation:
Insure we meet our obligations for conservation, maintenance
and improvement as required by the terms of our lease.
Organize our resources, including work days, toward achieve-
ment of these obligations. Coordinate with other committees
to insure their requirements are met. Provide advice for
members on their agricultural activities and garden plots

Our lease requires we maintain a rustic, natural setting.
This committee must plan ways that will tend to encourage
suitable plant and wildlife growth. This includes planting
trees and shrubs and attracting compatible wildlife. This does
not mean all plants and wildlife are desirable. Poison ivy and
other noxious and annoying plants must be discouraged.
Likewise, beaver that kill trees or muskrat that damage the
dam are not desirable. Our objective is to balance the needs
of desirable plants and wildlife against our lease require-
ments.

Promotion/Publicity
The promotion and publicity committee should work in
concert with the Education Committee to arrange for appro-
priate publicity of our foundation with the objective of
improving the public perception of nude recreation in general
and increasing membership in the Foundation. We want to
present nude recreation as a healthy alternative to other forms
of family entertainment. We should strive to be featured
positively in news stories twice during the year.

Member Relations:
The overall purpose of this committee is to improve member-
ship retention. Screen new applicants. Make a recommenda-
tion to the Board concerning their suitability for membership.
Maintain contact with members; determine problems or
conflicts that may develop with their membership. Work with
the Social Committee to develop meaningful activities for all
members. Remind members we have not seen about upcom-
ing activities. Keep all members active and interested in the
Foundation.

Education/Outreach:
Implement the educational mission of the Foundation to the
public through seminars, press releases, articles, presenta-
tions, meetings, interviews, etc.

Education & Outreach committee is responsible for
spreading the word on the beneficial impact naturism can
have on the individual, the family, and our community. 

Bare Facts Editor serves on this committee. Edit, write
articles for, produce, print and mail our monthly newsletter.

The Web Master also serves on this committee. Maintain
and enhance our presence on the Internet.

Social:
We realize not everyone will be comfortable with the Naturist
lifestyle at first. The Social Committee must plan and coordi-
nate special activities throughout the year that implement our
educational objectives with our membership and permit
members and guests to learn firsthand about the benefits of
naturism. It should plan indoor events during winter months
when use of our leased facility is not practical. It should make
a special effort to conduct events that will attract women and
families to the Foundation. Major summer activities should be
limited to not more than one per month.

Return to Edun is a sub-committee. It plans the annual
Return to Edun celebration including entertainment, security,
and all aspects required for the safe execution of this event.
Our objective for Return to Edun is to host an event to
provide an enjoyable introduction to nude recreation for those
who may not have tried it in the past. This committee should
plan an event that is safe, enjoyable, and attracts new people
to try the clothing-free lifestyle and then join the Lake Edun
Foundation.



The End of Another Summer
By: Michael

The close of another summer season at Lake Edun is drawing
near. With all the rain this year, the lake stayed close to full
all summer. Trees and undergrowth flourished also. I’ve
never seen the lake look more beautiful. Unfortunately, I
wasn’t able to visit the lake very often this year. This means
that I didn’t get to renew friendships with a number of people
I have come to enjoy so much over the last few years. 
The good news is I did get to spend time with a number of
friends and meet some new members and several first time
visitors. This was a real treat. This is very exciting. The
continuing influx of new members and first time visitors is
very encouraging for our future. 
The numbers and mix of singles and couples exploring Lake
Edun for the first time on just this one weekend was truly
remarkable. Everyone I talked with commented on how
beautiful Lake Edun is. The other asset is our members who
are friendly and welcoming to all that visit.
Just how important Lake Edun is as a place where everyone
is welcome and can feel accepted was forcefully brought to
my attention by one particular couple. My wife and I were
swimming the length of the lake and arrived at North beach
where they were catching some sun. They commented on the
beauty of the lake. Then the wife explained she had been 

concerned about being accepted due to her appearance. I
explained that this is the place where people of all types can
come and not have to worry about being accepted. 
One final memory from this summer I cherish was the
opportunity to spend part of an afternoon with Bob Morton.
Bob had managed to re-route his travel back East to include
Lake Edun. He was there for the evening with our neighbors.
Bob, as many of you know, is the director of the Naturist
Action Committee. To be able to spend a few quiet hours with
him talking about Lake Edun and naturism in general was a
delight. What impressed me was his quiet, well mannered
approach to problem solving. He repeatedly reminded
everyone that keeping our goal clearly in focus is all impor-
tant. Anything that distracts from this should be dropped.
Thanks for coming our way Bob.

Nudists and naturists make up a large share of the American
population. In a 2006 Roper Poll, 24% of the population said
they have gone “skinny dipping” or nude sunbathing. For the
under 35 group, the number is 32%. That's one out of four in
the general population and almost 1/3 of the under 35 market.
These are all people who would enjoy our special place.
Spread the word!

Lake Edun Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 1982

Topeka, KS 66601-1982
(785) 478-BARN

Membership Application
Change of Address Form

Please Print

Name: First   MI          Last 

Address: 

City: State    Zip 

Phone:            DOB   E-mail Address 
All information provided is strictly confidential. If you are joining as
a couple, include names for both people. If you are a couple not living
together, make a copy of this form for the other individual. (NB: To
promote gender diversity, a couple is defined as one male and one
female.) Those willing to assist with upkeep a minimum of 10 hours

per year may deduct $50. One subscription to our newsletter Bare
Facts is included with membership. A subscription only to Bare Facts
is available for $20.00. New members will receive a Waiver and
Release which must be completed before membership is finalized.
Visitation restrictions apply to Associate Membership.

Membership Fees: Single Couple Amount
Lake Edun Foundation Membership 275.00 350.00
Associate Member (Over 125 miles away) 175.00 250.00
Working Membership (Discount) (50.00) (50.00)
Separate Mailing Address for members 12.00
No Sex, No Violence ... Only Nudity Naked Plays – DVD 25.00
Lake Edun Exposed – Video 35.00
Lake Edun Exposed – DVD 50.00
Naturist Society Membership 53.00
Subscription to Bare Facts only 20.00
Tax Deductible Donation - Improve our Educational Program
Tax Deductible Donation - Legal Defense Fund
   Total Enclosed - Check, Money Order, or Credit Card

Please charge my G Visa; G MasterCard #  Exp.      /      $              
Note: There is a $30 charge for any checks returned unpaid for any reason.


